
Looking to become a Referee? Minimum age is 14. 

Below is just a quick summary of what you’ll need to complete to referee in NC. 

1) You will need to go to the North Carolina Arbitersports Central Hub main page by 
clicking www.ncsra.org Here you will be able to view all material for becoming a referee. In addition, 
find information pertaining to obtaining a uniform and other material. 

2) On the left-hand side of the page, click the link for “How to become an Entry Level Referee". The 
next page will provide you with information pertaining to becoming a referee. You will need to click 
either the Grade 8 or Grade 7 registration link based on your age. 

3) You will also need to complete a list of online requirements. To view the requirements, go to the 
USSF-NC Central Hub and then click the Eligibility Tab which is located at the top of the page. Scroll 
to either 2017 Grade that is available to you and a list of requirements will drop down. All 
requirements will need to be completed, please pay special attention to the instructions to complete 
the online course material. It’s important that you do NOT use mobile or tablet devices to complete 
this material. Also, it is mandatory that you view and listen to ALL audio for each slide before 
continuing to the next slide by pressing the Play Button. You also must get ALL review questions 
correct at the end of each course. Any missed questions can be returned to at a later date and 
corrected. Please allow time for the system to refresh after a course has been completed. Lastly, 
you will need to pass the online certification test. 

4) Once your online requirements have been met you will have icons on your profile that show that 
you are ready to referee. The NCSRA Office will provide you with a USSF Badge and Law Book. 
 

http://www.ncsra.org/

